
 

 

 
 
YOGA NIDRA RESOURCES 
Super Sleep  

 
 

Yoga Nidra 
In yoga nidra, the body and the mind rest and the brain is alert, hearing the guided 
meditation. It is an extremely restorative practice – 30 minutes can be comparable with a 
few hours of sleep!  
 

RESOURCES: 

* RISA’S FAVE NIDRA 

ON SPOTIFY: 

 

HTTPS://OPEN.SPOTIFY.C

OM/TRACK/3P9NYC4RRT

UVIISXFB3OCZ   

 

* INSIGHT TIMER APP - 

HAS A WEALTH OF FREE 

YOGA NIDRAS 

 

* THE YOGA NIDRA  

NETWORK WEBSITE - HAS 

FREE NIDRAS IN EVERY 

LANGUAGE
 

YOGA NIDRA FOR NAPS  

 

Instead of a power nap, play this  yoga nidra recording. 
Play this short yoga nidra (34 mins) and whether you fall 
asleep or stay awake you’ll get the benefits and should 
wake up refreshed and not feeling drowsy like you would 
from a normal nap. This yoga nidra wakes you up at the 
end of the recording, but you can still set your alarm to go 
off at the end in case you fall asleep deeply.  
 
 

YOGA NIDRA FOR SLEEP 

While most yoga nidra isn’t intended for sleep and 
shouldn’t be used right before bed, this particular record-
ing walks you down to sleep at the end. I don’t recom-
mend relying on a recording regularly to help you fall 
asleep as it becomes a crutch and it means having the 
phone in the bedroom. But when you’re having a bad 
night where nothing else is working, this is a great tool to 
have at the ready. 
https://www.doyogawithme.com/content/yoga-nidra-sleep 

When to use yoga nidra:  
• When you wake up too early and can’t fall back asleep but need more rest  
• At the “2pm slump” time - ie 1-3 in afternoon  
• Great on an airplane when you travel  
• Not usually before bed, but see exception below 

 
 

Want a 1 to 1 consultation with Risa ?  
Contact julie@LibraRisingLimited.com for bookings and more info 

https://open.spotify.com/track/3P9nyC4rrTuViISxFB3OCz
https://open.spotify.com/track/3P9nyC4rrTuViISxFB3OCz
https://open.spotify.com/track/3P9nyC4rrTuViISxFB3OCz
https://www.doyogawithme.com/content/yoga-nidra-sleep
mailto:julie@LibraRisingLimited.com

